
"Amelia Ryan is at the top of her game.  With her

years of experience in performing and training,

she is professional, detailed, and so engaging.”

Book Amelia
today

amelia@ameliaryan.com

ameli@ameliaryan.com www.ameliaryan.com

Julia Zemiro

Television Presenter | Radio Host

SPEAKER'S PROFILE

AMELIA RYAN



"Amelia Ryan is daft, funny, and tremendously

likeable" - Scotsman UK

About Amelia

If you are looking for a

dynamic, entertaining, and

motivational speaker to

delight and engage your

audience, Amelia Ryan is an

exceptional candidate . 

After years of captivating

audiences the world over as a

multi-award winning

comedienne, she is now

sharing her message with

both humour and heart, as a

confident, commanding, and

incredibly inspiring speaker.

amelia@ameliaryan.com www.ameliaryan.com

Amelia Ryan is a multi-award-winning Cabaret Artist, Writer,
Speaker, Curator, Coach, and Mum.

Her self-penned shows have toured to NYC, London,
Edinburgh, and all around Australia, captivating audiences with

humour and heart, and stirring souls with her hilarious, yet

thought-provoking messages. 

As a speaker and facilitator, she is dedicated to helping her

audiences truly maximise their one chance at a lifetime; by
crystalising their vision, honing their voice, and equipping them

with the skills to tell meaningful, masterful, and magnetic

stories - both to the world, and to themselves.

Completely at home in front of any type of crowd - be it 2 or

2000, professional or public, on the stage or the screen,
Amelia has a highly-skilled, yet completely authentic and

 

accessible ability to truly entertain, enthral,
educate, provoke, inspire and motivate her

audiences. She shares both personal stories

and take-home strategies to uplift, inform

and inspire. 



“We were very fortunate to have Amelia Ryan host our fundraising dinner

last year. With her natural charisma and great sense of humour, Amelia

made the night a success!”

“Amelia Ryan has been a very important part of the Adelaide Festival Centre

family for several years now. Whether it be as MC for special Festival and

Centre events,  a host of our nightly Festival Piano Bar, as mentor to our up

and coming local Cabaret stars, or as one of most respected cabaret artists

in Australia, her work is always of the highest calibre and she deserves the

many national and international accolades she has received.” 

Ryan is a consummate artist who speaks to all corners of the room and, in

the most poignant moments, the emotion in the room was tangible as I

looked around and saw many a misty eye. She continued to connect with all

there, from her heart"

Wireless lapel microphone where possible.
Amelia likes to walk and engage with her

audience so a wireless mic will provide the

best result 

Projector, laptop with her presentation &
clicker

Presentations will be presented with a PDF so

formatting remains the same (do not convert

files)
If the session is a workshop then a flipchart,
pens or a whiteboard

If on a panel discussion then a chair and water

 Please advise Amelia of the seating

configuration - theatre, cabaret, auditorium 

In order to ensure that Amelia can deliver the

most impactful keynote or presentation possible

there are some key things that she’ll need:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Audio/visual Requirements 

Robert Simms

Senator for The Greens SA

Fina Talbot-Leigh 

Broadway World
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John Glenn

Former Executive Director | Adelaide Festival Centre 



As a sought-after speaker, Amelia focuses on Mindset & Motivation, How to Connect & Captivate

Your Crowd, and The Power of Story. 

Speaking Topics
CONNECT &

CAPTIVATE

My Top 10 Tips to

command the stage with

confidence

Making friends with fear

and finding your inner

diva

The Five Ps of presenting

with purpose ...

...

WHERE DREAMING

MEETS DOING

THE POWER OF

STORY

Amelia's personal story

of making it from

'Bombo to Broadway' 

Why you need to flip

your 'Plan B'  the bird

How to back yourself,

dream big, and play

bold. 

Amelia's story: from 'hot
mess' to 'reasonable

success' 
How to become a

masterful interpreter,
and sharer of your own

story

Why sharing your story

matters - now more than

ever

KEYNOTE TALK

Amelia shares her incredibly funny and deeply moving story of how she went from being a self-
confessed hot-mess to surefire success; from growing up with a gay Dad in coastal NSW, to
accruing a 16K parking fine debt, to a failed career as a stripper... to eventually performing her own

self-devised show on 42nd St Broadway. Her stories are hilarious, shocking, poignant and

inspiring, and - as depicted in the many reviews about her work - completely captivate her

audiences. 

In this 45 minute talk, Amelia shares how clarity, commitment, and connection are the keys to

living a really purpose-fuelled life, and the magic that ensues when you whole-heartedly and

unapologetically own your story.

This talk can be tailored for a business, professional, or general public audience, and Amelia  can

work with you to ensure your audience are equipped with the right kinds of stories and take-home

strategies for their unique needs. 
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